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AN IDEAL THEATER:
The Takarazuka Revue Company in Los Angeles
by Jeanne C. Tsing
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on
12 June 1994 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Degree of Master of Architecture
Abstract
This thesis explores the relationship between the spectacle and the spectator.
The vehicle for this investigation is a theater, in Los Angeles, for an all-
women Japanese revue company. The building articulates the roles of the
performers and of the audience. In addition to solving the functional
program, as a social performer the theater seeks to propose new ways to
activate the event of theater going. On an urban scale, the theater mediates
the points of intersection between diverse communities. The theater thus
becomes a gestural proscenium to the city. The spatial experience which
results constitutes the making of an architectural icon.
Thesis Supervisor: Ann M. Pendleton-Jullian
Title: Assistant Professor of Architecture
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Intentions
The theater is afascinating place. The preparation and anticipation to the event is just
as, if not more, exciting than witnessing the actual performance itself. The physical
permanence of the theater contrasts with the extremely ephemeral nature of the
activities that it supports. It is also the place where the public event of gathering and
socializing suddenly transforms into the highly solipsistic act of observing a
performance.
In many respects, I am writing of traditional theaters, such as the grand opera
houses which took the place of churches as the new civic monuments
throughout Europe during the 19th century. These theaters became the
architectural icons of an emerging bourgeoisie that reintroduced the language
of Classical architecture, the presence of which is still felt today. The architects
of these theaters communicated the spirit of the times through their design. In
turn, they become defined as part of their era.
This project is therefore not a "theater" per se, but an exploration of a
socializing locus where the experience of the space is analogous to, perhaps
more important than, experiencing the spectacle itself. It articulates and
spatializes the relationships between members of the audience, between
actors, between the audience and actors, and between staff workers and the
audience, between these people and the building, between the building and
its environment, and consequently determines them. I assert that one of the
major goals of a theater that would call itself ideal is to advocate maximum
interaction between its participants and the elements.
According to Marvin Carlson, theaters that achieve the status of cultural icon
fall into two categories: the monumental and the fagade. 1 A monumental
theater is usually a free-standing structure whose presence draws attention
onto itself as an urban hub, as in the case of the Sydney Opera House. A
faqade theater, on the other hand, is an establishment whose exterior remains
anonymous amongst surrounding buildings. Usually it is in commercial
1. "Fagade theater" is termed by Marvin Carlson in Places of Performance: the
Semiotics of Theatre Architecture. Cornell UP, 1992: Chapter 4, p98-12 7.
competition with nearby establishments. While reinforcing each other's
presence; it simultaneously reinforces and is reinforced by the presence of its
neighbors. Together these theaters form a specialized district, for example, the
theater district around Broadway and Times Square in Manhattan. What
Carlson pointed out represents the two directions one could adapt when
designing a theater. First is that of the "inside-out"; where internal, technical
issues take precedence. The other is the "outside-in"; where external context
and formal considerations take precedence. The former usually results in
experimental distributions, such as that of the seating arrangement. The later
creates beautiful objects that concentrate on the spatial experiences that lead
to the performance and retains conventional configurations of seating,
lighting, etc.
However, my theater design is not so black-and white, since it is my intention
to mix and combine these two types and to achieve the best of both worlds.
Therefore, I will propose a third category, that of the experientially
memorable theaters. These are theaters that are not only unique in form,
spatially resolved, but can peacefully coexist with its surroundings. I will
discuss architectural precedents that begin to belong in this category later.
Precedents
In searching for an ideal theater, one must look to precedents for guidance. Not all
precedents are necessarily theaters. They all, however, share certain qualities that are
valuable to the understanding of what makes a good space for performance.
Historically, theaters started out as simple gathering spaces in the open air.
Gradually, in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, private theaters began to
be included in palaces and residences of the aristocracy; they were not,
however, yet formulated a distinctive type. As theaters became more
commercialized, the public was allowed to participate in the extravaganza, as
long as they remained segregated by physical barriers (balconies, boxes,
private entrances and separate service spaces). Conventional theaters today
continue the general configuration of these theaters while making alterations
to accommodate a more democratic audiences.
The illusionistic Teatro Olympico is the quintessential Renaissance theater by
Palladio in its "ideal" one-point-perspective grandeur.2 However, few people
actually discuss how one arrives and enters the theater. The procession is not
one of monumental scale, but one of experiential intimacy. The entrance is a
tiny hole in a stone wall shielding a small garden of scattered sculpture and
greenery from the busy streets of Vicenza. Two edges of the garden are
formed by the palazzo where the theater is located. One enters through a
slightly larger entry and is immediately forced to turn left into a narrow
winding corridor. Eventually, after a thoroughly disorienting procession
through various stately reception rooms, a small opening through a thick wall
allows one person to pass into the infamous theater at any given time. The
rest is history.
It is precisely the heightened anticipation of arrival that reinforces the theater
as a memorable experience. By passing through various sequences, one is
given a privileged view of the surroundings which reinforces a sense of place
and enriches the performance.
2. Dan Graham, "Theaters, Cinema, Power" Rock My Religion, MIT Press
(1993): p170 Palladio, plan of Theatro Olympico. (Perspecta 26, 7.)
Walter Gropius, Totaltheater, 1927. (Graham, 177.)
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Giulio Camillo's Theater of Memory, proposed during the Renaissance, was
intended for only one spectator at a time. According to surviving documents,
the stage and the seating area are purposely reversed. Described by Francis
Yates as a "fancy filing cabinet"3, its amphitheater-like layout is divided into
seven tiers and every tier contained showcases and drawers full of
iconographic images, which imparts to the educated viewer secrets of the
cosmos. Upon going through the entire spectacle, the viewer walks away
with the knowledge of the mysteries of the universe. This is not a
conventional institution, but a space which performs.
The 20th century brought about other new, radical ideas for spaces of
performance. The probing of the limits of performance by the Russian
Constructivist or the Berlin avant garde, resulted in new experimental
building forms. Gropius' Totaltheater, for example, described as "...a moving
architectural machine, flexible and malleable enough to both draw the
spectators into the center of the stage action, and alternatively, to allow them
to reassociate with the actor in a new 'community," 4 asserted architecture
itself as an integral part of the spectacle. Although the Totaltheater comes
closest in spirit and sophistication to my "ideal" theater, its strength derives
solely from the flexibility of its seating, which can be arranged in numerous
configurations. There is no attempt to explain the context of the theater. The
exterior elevation and supporting functions, such as access, lack the rigor of
the auditorium design. It is a theater designed from the inside-out, where the
exterior form becomes an afterthought of the interior.
Architecture's theatricality also occurs through building programs other than
the theater. Beatriz Colomina, in the article "The Split Wall: Domestic
Voyeurism," demonstrated Adolf Loos' Moller House allows the sitter in the
nook of the saloon to play the role of both performer, since she is visible from
many vantage points throughout the house, and audience, since the nook is
elevated, thus allowing her to observe the rest of the house. The tension
between seeing and being seen is a universal theme in architecture; Loos'
house, however, explores it with unusual rigor. Serving as a point of
3. Francis Yates, Art of Memory. University of Chicago Press (1966): p135.
4. Dan Graham, "Theaters, Cinema, Power" Rock My Religion, MIT Press
(1993): p17 8 .
departure for my project, this house points the way to a reversal of the
traditional audience-performer relationship.
In fact, these spaces also carry the characteristics of a space of performance. In
Le Corbusier's Unit d'habitation, he places a garden, not unlike that of
Gaudi's fantastical works, above the living quarters. Their users become
actors; the architectural object activates its human subject. An urban theater is
thus created from what was before an unoccupiable space.5
Other forms of theater attempted to subvert the passivity of the audience,
who somehow always end up sitting, observing, and not participating. The
French Theater of the Absurd and Artaud's theater of cruelty all attempted to
arouse the seated person through the direct infliction of pain or through
psychological intimidation. Here, however, the importance of the design
recedes. The theater becomes merely background to the artistic direction of
the performance company. Just as a mind theater based on virtual reality
would nullify the necessity of architecture, a box is the only containment one
needs to inflict pain and suffering.
Another type of theater is the mobile one. Contemporary examples would
include Aldo Rossi's classically inspired Teatro del Mondo or Tadao Ando's
Kara-za Movable Theater. Both appear temporal, constructed primarily of
wood. One floats on the water, the other is landlocked. Yet their quality of
permanence is unmistakable, making them iconic. The act of bringing the
theater to its audience is not only about the viewed and the viewer, but access
on an urban level to the viewing space.
The plan of the National Noh Theater in Tokyo offers an interesting
alternative to conventional axial layout. The entire complex is clustered,
consisting of various pockets of spaces connected by a series of corridors. The
small size and oblique orientation of the Noh stage diverts the center of the
theater complex away from the stage to other socializing spaces in the theater.
It is a straightforward resolution to a complex program. Like with Gropius,
5. Although some Italian palazzi from the Renaissance did have loggias on
their upper level, it wasn't until the 1920s with the advent of high-rises that
penthouses became fashionable and desirable. Grotowski's production of Kordian. (Carlson, 198.)
function is the central concern, but the respective approaches are very
different. Both accommodate for interaction of performer and audience.
In the early 1980s, Rem Koolhaas designed a dance theater/studio in the
Hague. Painted in bright primary colors and with playful spatial interludes,
the theater is worthy of examination because Koolhaas avoided the
temptation of Gropius' gymnastics and also of Palladio's convolutions in the
generation of a highly unconventional solution. Here the spatial performance
of the architecture contributes to the social performance of the people. The
lobby and bar area, for example, occupies the bottom, left-over space of the
audience seating and thus takes the form of a three dimensional parabola. The
auditorium roof, for example, uses two staggered sine waves, relatively
simple forms in and of themselves, but when juxtaposed, resulting in a
seemingly incomprehensible complexity.
Another contemporary gentlemen architect, Stephen Holl, proposed a cinema
in Venice along similar lines to Koolhaas'. Holl's scheme, however, relies on
the massive volumetric nature of the auditorium spaces to carry the design, as
opposed to Koolhaas' lighter, floating volumes. The leftover spaces
underneath become a special place, a reflective pond around which people
can gather. His other projects, such as the Seaside residence and the
apartments at Fukuoka, also activate the space it occupy consistently. Holl's
strength lies in his intense oeuvre of built works without compromising
theoretical vigor; perhaps more crucially, his architecture accentuates human
performance.
Rem Koolhaas, lobby and bar area for Dance Theater,
the Hague. (Breton, 60.)
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Location
The selected location for the theater complex is an 80,000 square-foot,
triangular plot of land framed by Alameda Street, Third Street and Fourth
Street in downtown Los Angeles. Alameda Street has traditionally been
viewed as the seam between the industrial zone of downtown Los Angeles
and the metropolitan heart of the city. Originally a vineyard, it was
surrounded by orchards, orange groves and cornfields before it was selected
by the railroad companies to locate their terminals. It thus attracted a large
immigrant population to the area.
The immigrants remained after the railroads were removed. Now the site
shares borders with many diverse communities such as Little Tokyo, Artists'
District, skid row, and an industrial zone where many food-packing
companies and garages are located. Nearby there is the LA Civic Center,
Chinatown, Union Station and the original downtown of Los Angeles.6 The
site lies in close proximity with cultural establishments such as the Temporary
Contemporary, the Museum of Neon Art, the Japanese American National
Museum, and the Japan American Theater. The theater complex thus have the
opportunity to becomes a physical link between the various communities.
The neighboring industrial area, has become an artists' district since the mid-
80s, comprised of studio lofts, graphic design firms and architectural offices.
Some challenges offered by the geometry of the site...
The site sits on a marginal zone where two geometries collide. Both sides of
the triangular site is known as 4th Place. On one hand, the 4th Place on the
north is a high velocity one-way street, uninviting to the pedestrian. Traffic
usually approaches from the 4th Street bridge, arriving and stopping at the
first threshold into downtown LA right at the tip of the site. On the other side
there is Alameda, a major roadway. The third side is shared with a mechanic's
garage, and a open parking lot to the Bekins building.
6. A hill nearby was bulldozed later to make way for the new cluster of high-
rises. Coutour map depicting site and surroundingcommunities. (LA City Hall.)
Across the Alameda side, the site directly faces one of the centers of the Little
Tokyo community: the extremely internalized Yaohan building complex
which includes a movie theater, several restaurants, retail stores, a
supermarket and a department store. Yaohan is adjacent to the core of Little
Tokyo, bombarded by a series of redevelopment proposals through the city of
Los Angeles. As a response to Yaohan, a bar was proposed along Alameda as
a strategy to confronting its faceless monolithic front.
The possibility therefore arises for the project to serve as a link between a
local (western) avant garde artistic community and the ethnic community in
Little Tokyo. The exploration of the ways in which architecture can articulate
the relationship between these two very different communities, then, is
analogous to the exploration of the theater's role in defining the relationship
between audience and performer. This argument will be further reinforced by
the actual design proposal in the following chapters.
Typical artists' loft along Traction Ave. (Photo by author.)
-64 -t- -f I~..
Historical map of Los Angeles in 1849. The site was part of a vineyard.
(Brester Pacific Corp.)
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Los Angeles in 1909. The development of the industrial zone where the site is located was at its
heyday with the advent of the railroad. (Brewster Pacific Corp.)
Aerial photograph from 1989 depicting the marginal location of the site in
relationship to downtown LA. (Brewster Pacific Corp.)
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Site Observations
Nature of surrounding neighborhoods
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Traffic volume surrounding site
Parking availability
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The Takarazuka
The project proposed is an overseas facility consisting of a theater, living quarters,
and a music school for selected students and members of the Takarazuka
Kagekidan, an all-women performance company in Japan. To set up a satellite
venture in a city known for the presence of its entertainment industry and where a
strong Japanese clientele already exists would allow this company experimental
freedom without sacrificing commercial viability.
The repertoire of the all-women Takarazuka represents an assortment of
styles derived from European and American musicals juxtaposed against a
variety of Japanese theater and dance traditions. Founded in 1921 by an
industrialist and entrepreneur, the company represents a response to Japan's
mid-19th century dilemma of how to create an identity and participate in a
modem world dominated by the West while remaining Japanese. The
Takarazuka Company producing a unique, flowery style of performance, not
only has significant mass appeal, but has generated an obsessive fan
subculture in Japan. The popularity of the 75-year-old company appears to be
cyclical, with peaks occurring about every 30 years. The show responsible for
the latest, in the mid 70s, was Barusaiyu no bara ("The Rose of Versailles",
1974-76), a lavish spectacle which demonstrated the powerful attraction of
being able to cross the gender barrier. The key significance of this feat,
however, lies in the successful integration of the Takarazuka with one of the
most powerful and influential vehicles within popular Japanese subculture;
namely the manga, or Japanese style comics, the original medium through
which Barusaiyu was presented
The heightened Western influence following World War II, combined with the
increasing exclusivity of traditional Japanese theater (e.g. Noh and kabuki), led
to the reformation of the Takarazuka Revue. Intending to establish a synthetic
yet accessible theater, the Revue nevertheless retained much influence from
traditional Japanese forms of theater, especially the kabuki's horizontal and
low stage.7
Ironically, its popular appeal is both calculated and directed by a rigidly
hierarchical administration of primarily male businessmen. The company,
however, does not rely solely on commercial support since it is heavily
Stars take center stage in this finale of the 1989-90
of Barusaiyu. (Brau, 92.)
Standard Takarazuka stage specification. (Takarazuka, 67.)
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subsidized by its affiliated network of businesses. In fact, all the actresses are
considered seito, or students, even after graduating from the intense
Takarazuka music school. They perform as amateurs, except for a few who
after leaving the company moved on to professional careers as television and
movie stars. Most marry and settle into anonymous domestic life after
retirement.
In addition to the specific stage requirements, the modus operandi of the
company necessitates the introduction of living quarters for the actresses.
Each troupe averages from 70 to 100 persons. This addition also conceptually
reinforces the scheme in providing the elements necessary to accomplish
maximum interaction" by completing the circuit to and from the
performances on site.
7. The Takarazuka proscenium measures 24.5 feet by 77 feet wide, while the
significantly taller and narrower proscenium of western theaters such as the
Paris Opera House is at 45 feet by 66 feet, and the Sydney Opera is approxi-
mately 54 feet by 54 feet.
Program
"BAR"
Administration
Workshops
Rehearsal Studios
Restaurant, inc. kitchen
Costume, inc. storage
Living Quarters
55 units @400 each
6 units @1,200 each
Communal lounge
Classrooms
Lecture Hall
Net Area:
"WRAP"
Bridge
Lobby
Circulation
Sitting Area
Net Area:
sq. ft.
5,000
4,000
8,000
4,000
4,600
29,200
2,300
1,800
2,300
61,200
sq. ft.
5,600
6,600
3,300
2,100
17,600
"BOX"
Auditorium
Seats 1,100 people
Stage
Backstage Area
Technical Support
Dressing Rooms
Public Restrooms
Actor's restroom
Canteen/Bar
Kitchen
Loading, inc. storage and circulation
Trash
Net Area:
MISCELLANEOUS
(Outdoor & Parking)
Drop Off & Public Courtyard
Parking for 100 cars
Loading zone
Private Garden
Courtyard
Net Total:
+ 10% of net total(Circulation): 20,310
TOTAL AREA:
sq. ft.
23,500
4,800
2,000
14,000
2,800
1,800
600
3,500
800
1,200
200
55,200
sq. ft.
108,000
19,200
7,600
2,800
2,700
203,100
------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
223,410 sq. ft.
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Design
The process began with diagrams which dealt with the idea of creating a theater that
would captivatingly address issues of access, circulation, view, adjacency, program,
scale, proportion,form, etc. The first step involved research into generic dimensional
requirements for the theater, such as tier heights. "Attitude" sketches and studies
were then made, investigating parts of the building but without necessarily strictly
following the program. Three primary components suggested themselves: the "Bar",
the"Box", and the "Wrap".
The Bar
On an urban scale, the bar element can be understood as the proscenium to
the city of Los Angeles. It contains the living quarters running parallel to
Alameda Street. This "bar" becomes the tallest piece in the theater, due to the
fact that the Takarazuka stage does not require enormous overhead space as
do conventional western stages. The living quarters instead of the fly tower
for stage sets then becomes the theater's pinnacle.
This "bar" serves as a massive wall, reinforcing the character of Alameda
Street as the seam where the varying pattern of the city fabric meet. Its
basement and first floor is of concrete bearing wall, with sporadic openings.
The remainder is a reinforced concrete frame from which a curtain wall is
hung. There is a major shift in the treatment of the facade, from the two-
dimensional solidity of the west facade (facing Alameda) to the porous
openness of the east (facing the internal street, courtyard and theater). There
are two vertical circulation cores which separates the administration from the
workshops, rehearsal studios, and classrooms.
The Box
Containing the auditorium and the stage, the "Box" is connected to the Bar at
several levels. The basement, where there is parking for 100 cars, connects to
the service spaces of the box underneath the stage. As mentioned before, the
Takarazuka stage does not require a high fly tower primarily because that
most of its stage props are collapsible and it relies on devices underneath the Sketch by Ann Pendleton-Jullian.
stage for maneuvering and storage. In addition to the various catwalks that
connect the living units directly to the backstage area, the bar and the box are
also connected on the ground level by an internal street. The spatial tension
created by this adjacency is reinforced by two openings. The first, an operable
aperture in the box at the level of the stages well as the workshop below,
allows one to view the lounge area of the actresses in the bar. The second, the
large picture windows in the Bar, permits views of the public. This glimpse of
reality is framed through the proscenium and stage; as fantasy frames reality,
which is the real image of the theater?
The Wrap
The "wrap", first takes form in a bridge which punctures the bar, re-emerging
as a larger volume which literally wraps around the box. This becomes the
primary entry and provides various levels of decks offering views through
the stage into the backstage area. The void space between the wrap and the
box thus carve out spaces for the main circulation, gift shop, and audio-visual
studios.
The bridge originates in the theater's parking lot, an existing structure to be
shared with Yaohan Department Store. The bridge then opens in the air
allowing a quick view of the internal road where pedestrian and some light
vehicular traffic could occur and is lead into side of the theater. At this point,
the box's north wall is pivoted toward the west, accommodating the bridge
while resolving the difficult site geometry. Private catwalks also connect the
Bar and the Box. The lobby is constructed primarily of glass and resembles
the peeling of the heavier building skin of the auditorium and theater box.
This is where the bridge is terminated, leading into the various tiers of the
auditorium.
Schematic Studies
Schematic study models and diagrammatic study
Schematic iterations on site model
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Schematic iterations on site model
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Study Models
Study model, first pass
Study model, second pass
38
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Study models, third pass - view of theater from northeast
Study model, third pass - view from west
Study model, third pass - closeup of theater interior
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Bird's eye view from south
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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Bird's eye view from southwest
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN
0 10 25' 50'
KEY
4. Restrooms
10. Back Stage support
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23. Studio
24. Bridge
25. "Living Rooms"
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Bird's eye view from north
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FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
0 10' 25' 50'
KEY
4. Restrooms
10. Back Stage support
12. Lobby
17. Offices
23. Studio
26. Tiers
27. Viewing deck
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Bird's eye view from southeast
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FIFTH FLOOR PLAN
0 10' 25 50
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4. Restrooms
7. Lecture Hall
10. Back Stage support
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26. Tiers
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View of "Bar"
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I"Box" and "Bar"
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SEVENTH & EIGHTH FLOOR PLANS
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Detail along Alameda
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Detail along Alameda
SECTION 1
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View along Alameda
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Plan view from east
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IView of entry
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Full frontal view
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NORTH ELEVATION
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0 10, 25' 50,
View from north
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EAST ELEVATION 0 10 25' 50
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View from west
WEST ELEVATION
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0 10' 25' 50
View from east
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Interior Perspective- view from lounge to theater
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View between "bar" and "box"
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Summary
In Search of the theater...
Is it a civic monument, or one that blends with other structures to form an
unique district? Is the design approach "inside-out", as with Gropius, where
the goal was to design an all-inclusive performance area, or "outside-in", as
with the Sydney Opera, where the exterior shell becomes an unmistakable
icon? This thesis falls somewhere in between where the overall experiential
quality supersedes specific design sequence. The theater becomes defined by
the making and occupying of space in connection with the activities of its
inhabitants.
Besides resolving the functional program, as a spatial performer the theater
seeks to propose new ways to activate the event of theater-going. Notions of
voyeurism, thoughts about procession and access, and the proposal that
anywhere in the theater could become a space of performance lead to
bringing the public in from the back of the house, their procession framed at
various intersections. The theater activates all its inhabitants and transforms
everyone into performers.
How the theater relates to its context...
Los Angeles is a city full of contradictions and conflicts. Its identity is one of
non-identity. On a urban scale, the theater acts as a gestural proscenium to
this city where no man is truly an alien.
Context also implies the artistic direction of the theater company. The client,
the Takarazuka, was chosen for its interesting take on expressing a unique
phenomenon that occurs when cultures clash. Its host country retains it
identity as much as possible but adapts to new influences in order to survive
and succeed. In this case, a form of performance was basically invented to suit
the increasingly westernized needs of post-war Japan. Today, however, the art
form which for years re-presented the west has actually returned to the
source. Perhaps with this time there may be a dialogue...
Is it an icon?
The nature of performance contains a certain madness and a certain
ephemeral quality; it is a spectacle wherein the role of the observed and the
observer is obscured within the event of theater. A theater is a place where
people not only behold a make-believe reality, but also witness each other.
As stated before, the goal of this theater is to demarcate the various
relationships between the human subjects and the architectural objects in a
given environment. The architectural expression of this idea is the conversion
of the theater from backdrop to participant in the spectacle without denying
its surroundings.
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